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BARBARA GRIMM CURLEY, FALLING SPRINGS CAVALIERS, USA 

 

Judging on this special holiday weekend was both an honor and a privilege. I was so honored to 

be invited and it was a privilege to judge these dogs and with the other highly respected judges! 

The quality of the dogs presented was quite impressive. I truly enjoyed the opportunity to go over, 

watch and evaluate them all!! 

I would like to thank all those responsible for the running of the show. Everything went so 

smoothly.   The weekend was very enjoyable for attendees, exhibitors, and the judges!! 

 

Barbara Grimm Curley 
 

DOG CLASSES 
 

JUNIOR PUPPY DOG (3) 

 

1) aSTARRING ALL THE CATS PAJAMAS (Flowers) This pup is the complete picture. 

Lovely eyes, correct coat and good rear angles caught my eye. Slightly longer body style. 

BEST PUPPY DOG, BEST PUPPY IN SHOW 

2) TASSAJARA LAWS OF MOTION (Seidman-McDonnell/Seidman) Pleasing expression 

and growing up with much promise. Nice spring of rib already. More favorable rear than 

#1. 

3) BLACK DIAMOND HAPPY DANCE (Bennett) Tricolor with noticeably nice shape and 

developing well. Fetching, expressive eyes. 

 

 

SENIOR PUPPY DOG (1) 

 

1) CROSSBOW BALOO FROM THE JUNGLE AT BLUESTARA (Glines/Avaraz) Just 

old enough to be in this class! Nice outline with correct coat. Could have used a better 

turn of stifle. Very enjoyable expression with pleasing head proportions. 

 

 

GRADUATE PUPPY DOG (1)



1) ROBINS NEST MASQUERADE (Prodanovich/Kaecbling) So much to like about this 

black & tan but just was wishing he was a bit more animated. Nice expression with 

pleasing head shape and eyes! Good size with correct coat. Drops off at the croup a bit. 

 

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG (3) 

  

1) IVYLINE MACKINTOSH (Giampapa) A bit larger than my type but the best all around 

in this class. Terrific package with good neck, nice spring of ri with great tail set and 

carriage. Moderate finished head piece. 

2) DREAMVALE NOT THAT KIND OF ANGEL (Perini/Sage/Colbert) Lots of spirit in 

a smaller package! Shorter cast body without enough neck for me. A sweet and very soft 

expression. 

3) INTRYNZIK COBRNIK MALIBU (Cook/Goodwin) We were trying to get a bit more 

pep from this black and tan without any luck. Rich tan and nice size with good depth of 

chest and turn of stifle. 

 

 

AMERICAN BRED DOG (6)  

1) SORELLA GOD OF THUNDER (Castro/Green) Absolutely lovely and well-constructed 

boy. Plush enough head to please without being overdone. Strong angles that made for true 

and steady movement. Body type with perfect proportions showing off substance and spring 

of rib to finish the picture! RESERVE WINNERS DOG, BEST AMERICAN 

BRED IN SHOW, RESERVE BEST IN SHOW 

2) NIGHTHAWK GAME CHANGER (Crail/Mitchell) Totally correct front with nice 

shoulder lay-back and good rear angles. Lots of thick, well-broken and well-presented 

coat. Lovely eyes with a shorter muzzle. 

3) FORESTCREEK JAZZFEST (Cline/Goodwin) Pleasing expression with a nicely 

proportioned head and huge sparkling eyes. A bit straight in the front and would have 

preferred more neck. 



4) COVINGTON RHAEGEL (Gonyo/Mohn) Nice head shape and profile. While I 

appreciated the strong angles, he wasn’t using them in his movement and was also a bit 

close moving away. 

 

 

BLENHEIM DOG (2) 

 

1) HARRINGTON THE BEAR NECESSITIES (Marina-Tompkins/Gonyo/Gonyo) So 

much to like in this boy. Terrific substance with graceful neck and appropriate spring of rib. 

A bit more plush head style. BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR IN SHOW, FIRST 

AOM DOG 

2) VERHEYEN BANJO (Rosenberg/Rosenberg) Lush head on a well broken fellow. Solid 

topline in profile but would like to see stronger rear movement. 

 

 

TRICOLOR DOG (3) 

 

1) STARMARC MAN ABOUT TOWN (Rezowalli/Hooper) Mature fellow in finished 

condition. Amazing ears and melting eyes. A little upright in the shoulder and I would have 

preferred more neck. BEST TRICOLOR DOG 
2) KENDALKASTLE KNIGHT RANGER AT PARLETT (Williams/Williams/Ogle) 

Splitting hairs between #1 and #2. Another very pleasing tri-boy with attention grabbing 

eyes and expression. Dropping off at the croup a bit. 
3) BLUEGARDEN ROYAL FLUSH (Mitchell/Mitchell) A real up and coming competitor - 

he seemed less mature/finished than #1 and #2. I appreciated the lovely head but would 

have like to see a richer tan color. 
 

 

BLACK AND TAN DOG (1) 

 

1) INTRYNZIK SAUVIGNON BEST BLACK AND TAN DOG (Goodwin/Cook) 

Stunning boy and in my favorite color too! Pleasing head proportions with lovely 

expression. Terrific correct coat and presented in immaculate condition! SECOND AOM 

DOG



OPEN DOG (2) 

 

1) CH CRANVARL WASHINGTON, ENG JW (Sage/Crane) This is the second time I 

have had the privilege of judging this favorite. “George” continues to have the most 

pleasing of expressions that accentuate his up-beat personality. Correct outline and a 

pleasure to watch on the move. As always, beautifully presented! WINNERS DOG, 

BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW, BEST IN SHOW 

2) CLOSEBURN SERGIO JON SNOW AT CROSSBOW (Schiffman) A younger fellow 

with a handsome head piece and rich dark eyes. 

 

BITCH CLASSES 
 

JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH (2) 

 

1) aSTARRING DOUBLES OR BUBBLES (Foster) So much to like about this attentive, 

eager-to-please girl. Compact build with elegant neck and soft expression. 

2) KRYSTLE DREAMVALE KEEPING SECRETS (Sage) Just a bit longer to wait on this 

girl’s head to mature. Nicely broken tricolor with solid construction and topline. Pleasing to 

watch on the move, both coming and going. 

 

 

SENIOR PUPPY BITCH (3) 

 

1) IVYLINE CHARLOTTE (Giampapa) Very nicely balanced and well broken girl. She 

had the largest eyes of the day!! Close choice to #2. BEST PUPPY BITCH 

2) SORELLA HERE COMES CHLOE, JW, MP (Green) Pretty with lovely expression. 

Slightly shorter cast than #1. Wasn’t seeing quite the graceful front movement of #1. 

3) CROSSBOW THE RELUCTANT DEBUTANTE (Schiffman) Petite girl with melting 

eyes. Well broken color and a bit longer construction than #1 and #2. 

 

 

GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH (4)



1) BEARIVER CHANEL (Toepfer) At just a year this feminine, petite girl impressed me. I 

liked most everything about her. Very settled with an elegant neck flowing into her steady 

topline. 

2) BENCHMARK WEE BIT WICKED (Hoorman) The richest color of the day! Solid 

construction with pleasing angles gave way to a faultless topline. Her expression is still 

finishing, I believe. 

3) DELSOL ESSENTIAL (McHenry) Adorable girl who always used her ears well to finish 

her expression. Still settling into herself with a bit of an inconsistent topline. 

4) CHIYODA JUST MY CUP OF TEA OF GLENELLEN (Murphy) So pretty with large, 

pleasing eyes and ears that framed her expression perfectly. Up to size for me. Good front 

construction with a lovely neck. 

 

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH (1)  

 

1) CH BROOKHAVEN SEEING IS BELIEVING (Ayers/Martz) Well broken girl with 

gorgeous expression and head style. Being slightly longer cast gave way to an ever-

changing, inconsistent topline. 

 

 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH (1) 

 

1) ONTHEMARK MY SHOT (Chan/Mitchell) One year old with a pleasing expression and 

the softest, melting eyes. Very nice outline. This girl was taking her job in the ring very 

seriously today - I would have liked to see her enjoy herself a bit more. 

 

 

AMERICAN BRED BITCH (6) 

 

1) INTRYNZIK DANCED ALL NIGHT (Goodwin) Wonderful ruby with mesmerizing 

movement. From the elegance of her neck to her faultless topline to her perfect tail carriage 

I couldn’t stop watching.  RESERVE WINNERS BITCH&  BEST RUBY IN 

SHOW



2) ONTHEMARK HAPPY ENOUGH (Chan/Mitchell) Well broken girl carrying herself a 

bit high in the rear. I would have preferred more substance. 

3) NIGHTHAWK GOIN BACK TO CALI (Morigi/Mitchell) Melting eyes caught my 

attention first on a nicely framed face. Her weight had her appear a bit short of neck and did 

seem to throw-off her movement today. 

4) COVINGTON ZINNEA BEAUTY (Alvarez/Glines) Another beauty in a class of them. 

Slightly longer than the others. She seemed a little distracted today. 

 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR BITCH (4) 

 

1) HARRINGTON COVINGTON ONCE UPON A TIME (Gonyo/Gonyo) Lovely, 

expressive face - so difficult to get in a tricolor. Richest tan highlights. Best topline in the 

class with fluid movement. WINNERS BITCH & BEST TRI IN SHOW 

2) STARMARC SHOW ME (Hooper) Blanketed girl with many of the pluses of #1. I kept 

waiting and hoping she would start to enjoy herself more. 

3) SHEEBA FIREWORKS OF WINDNSEA (Sutton/Sutton) Pretty with a more extreme 

head type than #1 or #2. Longer set with an outline showing a rise in the rear. 

4) DELSOL ADORED (McHenry) Nicely presented but not quite as soft an expression as the 

class winners today. She did appear a bit thick in the middle and wasn’t moving at her best. 

 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH (1) 

 

1) AUTUMNHILL UNFORGETTABLE AT TIDEWATER (O’Brien/Tatum/Parente) 

Dark, rich color ruby. Very nice lay-back of shoulder and strong rear assembly made for 

correct movement coming and going. 

 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK & TAN (2)



1) VERIBAS BLACK EYED PEA AT TIDEWATER (O’Brien/Tatum) Her soft and 

melting expression draws you in! She balances her movement on a well proportioned front. 

BEST BLACK AND TAN IN SHOW 

2) BROOKHAVEN FIDDLE DEE DEE AT BEARIVER (Toepfer/Ayers/Martz) Elegant 

neck and steady topline. A little under-dressed right now. Great drive from behind. 

 

 

OPEN BITCH (2) 

 

1) LEGACY CHENIN BLANC WITH EVERA (True/Lindemaier) Well constructed girl 

with enough layback of shoulder to give way to a lovely neck. Strong rear movement. In 

profile on the move, the tailset is good but she could carry it better. SECOND AOM 

BITCH 

2) QUAIL GARDEN SHOW BIZ (Colombo) Expressive eyes and rich coat pigment caught 

my first attention. She was up to size for me. 

 

 

SENIOR OPEN BITCH (1) 

 

1) DREAMVALE HANDS DOWN (Sage/Colbert) My one word comment was “delightful”. 

As in her strength/muscle tone and as in her graceful/steady movement!! FIRST AOM 

BITCH 

 

 

VETERAN DOG (1) 

 

1) RINGHILL RAVEN’S ONYX GEM (Neely) This senior was presented in great 

condition. He continues to have lovely expression and terrific energy! BEST VETERN 

IN SHOW 


